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Sex is pervasive in nature. Yet, despite its importance for

species maintenance and evolution, sex is unnecessary for the

survival of the individual, it can have a negative impact on

fitness and is performed by most species (except our own)

without awareness of its consequences: fertilization. A myriad

of mechanisms has evolved to promote its fruitful execution,

such that sex it promoted when fertilization is most likely to

occur and inhibited otherwise. In this review we present recent

advances in our knowledge of the neuronal circuits underlying

sexual behaviour. We discuss flies, rats and mice to underline

the breadth of existing neuronal strategies used to accomplish

the appropriate execution of this behaviour, while still

highlighting shared principles across such distinct taxa.
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Introduction
Life without sex would not only be less interesting, it

would be impossible for most species. Not surprisingly,

nature has evolved powerful tools to guarantee that

animals have sex, such as turning it into something that

is highly rewarding or reinforcing in many species [1,2,3�].
However, sexual behavior should also be tightly con-

trolled to match the behavioral ecology of each individual

and species [4]. Therefore, a series of mechanisms that

ensure the fruitful execution of sexual behavior have

been reinforced, coordinating the reproductive capacity

of each individual with their attractiveness, motivation to

mate and environmental conditions [4].

This article reviews the recent findings on the neuronal

processes underlying the timely execution of sexual

behavior. We begin by describing the behavior itself,

focusing on flies, mice and rats and the relevant circuitry.
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Despite the astonishing diversity of sexual behavior, it

can be generally divided into three phases that are shared

by most species: an appetitive phase, where the suitability

of potential partners is assessed, culminating with the

choice of a mate; a consummatory phase, where animals

copulate and sperm is transferred; a third, inhibitory

phase, where the drive to re-start the behavior is highly

diminished. We emphasize recent literature offering

mechanistic insights into how mating is promoted when

fertilization is most likely to occur and inhibited other-

wise. Despite the differences, common solutions are

emerging across taxa, reminding us that insights gained

from different model organisms may guide our pursuit in

understanding this fascinating behavior [5].

Basic sequence of sexual behavior
Flies

When a male fly encounters another fly, he will chase it,

extend his foreleg and touch it to determine its suitability

(Figure 1a’) [6,7]. If the other fly is a mature virgin female,

courtship is initiated and maintained by the integration of

multisensory information [7,8��] and eventually recipro-

cated by the female [9–11]. Copulation takes place once

the female stops and similarly to other species, ejaculation

is rewarding for the male [3�]. Inhibition after copulation

is primarily imposed by the male, that converts the female

into a less desirable and less receptive individual towards

other males and aggressive towards other females, mainly

by the transfer of sex peptide (SP) (Figure 1a’’) [12–14].

The SP-mediated effect is terminated once sperm is

depleted, at which point she may mate with another

male [15]. During copulation, males also deposit anti-

aphrodisiac pheromones on the female, inhibiting

courtship attempts by other males [16]. Females can

counteract the copulatory aftermath by ejecting sperm

[17] and by removing pheromones [16]. Genital sensory

stimulation received by the female during copulation also

decreases receptivity [9,18�]. After few copulations, males

decrease their motivation to re-initiate courtship [19] (For

detailed description of Drosophila sexual behavior, see

Refs. [20,21]).

Mice

Volatile olfactory cues are essential for communication

amongst mice, but when in close contact, individuals

engage in mutual tactile exploration and are exposed to

contact-dependent pheromones (Figure 1b’) [4]. Less

obvious to the experimenters’ eye are ultrasonic vocaliza-

tions (For reviews see Refs. [22,23]). Despite initial

controversial role [24], male calls enhance female

approach behavior [25] and females also emit a courtship

song [26]. While the initial social interaction is
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2020, 60:155–168
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Figure 1
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Basic sequence of fly (a), mouse (b) and rat (c) sexual behaviour.

(a’) The fly’s appetitive or courtship behavior is initiated once the male tastes the pheromones of a virgin female. Male courtship sequence

includes: chasing and tapping the female, singing and licking. The sequence is highly variable and occurs until the female either actively accepts

or rejects the male [21]. The female shows her willingness to mate by modulating her walking speed and pausing behavior [10,11], and by the
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independent of the female’s reproductive cycle in some

mouse strains [27], its course quickly changes if she is

receptive (Figure 1b’ versus b’’ for non-receptive): the

female initiates a series of behaviors including lordosis in

response to male’s copulation attempts. Consummatory

behaviour begins with the first successful mount and the

execution of intromissions. A variable number of mounts

is executed until reaching ejaculation. The pacing of the

sexual stimulation is fundamental for the establishment

of pregnancy and the rewarding nature of the interaction

(at least for the female), and intromissions and ejaculation

are rewarding for the male. Males enter a variable refrac-

tory-period after ejaculation that can last up to several

days depending on the strain, where they are not attracted

by a receptive female [28]. Male mice deposit copulatory

plugs that act as a physical barrier, reducing or delaying

female re-mating [29]. Vaginal stimulation during copu-

lation can induce a pseudo-pregnant state, and similarly to

a pregnant female, she will reject mounting attempts

(Figure 1b’’) (For detailed description of mouse sexual

behavior, see Refs. [4,30]).

Rats

Rat appetitive sexual behavior is comparable to mice

(Figure 1c’), with olfaction playing a critical role in

female approach behavior [31]. In contrast to mice,

ultrasonic vocalizations have no incentive value for

both sexes [32,33] and copulation is similar in vocaliz-

ing or silent rats [34]. Rats will mount once and perform

several intromissions until they ejaculate, but multiple

rounds of mounts followed by ejaculation can be exe-

cuted until the male reaches sexual exhaustion and

enters a refractory period that can last for several days

and differs across strains. Females can accept multiple

ejaculations from the same or different males and if

possible, they will pace the rate of the sexual interac-

tion (For detailed description of rat sexual behavior, see

Refs. [35,36]).
(Figure 1 Legend Continued) opening of the vaginal plates [21]. The male 

coupling [48��]. During copulation a mixture of sperm and seminal fluid is tra

receptivity is highly diminished after ejaculation and after multiple ejaculatio

adapted with permission from Ref. [131]).

(a’’) Mated and immature females will express multiple rejecting behaviors i

permission from Ref. [21]).

(b’) In close contact, male and female mice will start tactile exploration of e

approaching her from behind and positioning his forelimbs on her flanks to 

somatosensory stimulation of the flanks elicits a dorsiflexion of the female b

pelvic thrusts with intromissions. In between mounts, animals can groom th

intromissions until they ejaculate. During ejaculation, the male stays clasped

female with his forelimbs (Plugged in); after 15–20 s, the couple splits up, u

by genital grooming on both sides. Male mice enter a refractory period afte

(b’’) Similar to flies, immature and non-receptive female mice will perform m

(c’) Rat appetitive sexual behaviour is comparable to mice (facial and anoge

lordosis posture in the absence of flank stimulation, ear wiggling, hopping a

until they ejaculate. Multiple mounts, each one leading to an ejaculation, ca

the male rat reaches sexual exhaustion which can last for several days. Like

(c’’) Unreceptive female rats, similar to flies and mice, express a series of r
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Neuronal processing of fly sexual behavior
A central node for male courtship initiation is the P1

cluster (Figure 2a’), onto which sensory input converge

[8��,37–39,40�]. Flies produce a variety of pheromones

that modulate courtship behavior in males, as for exam-

ple the female pheromone 7,11-HD [41] (for a recent

review on Drosophila chemical signals see [20]; but the

logic of pheromone communication is still being uncov-

ered [42]). Pheromonal input reaches P1 neurons

through parallel pathways of feedforward excitation

and inhibition, such that the net effect of female

derived stimuli is excitation [8��,39]. Stimuli like

7,11-HD also gate the impact of other stimuli onto

P1 neurons, so that once the behavior is initiated it

can be maintained by cues that do not elicit the behav-

ior alone, sustaining persistent courtship to appropriate

targets [8��,38]. For example, activation of visual pro-

jection neurons (LC10; Figure 2a’ and a’’) that respond

to fly-resembling moving targets, elicits robust

courtship in males whose P1 neurons were previously

activated [40�]. The wing also senses sexual cues, con-

taining gustatory receptor-expressing neurons (IR52a;

Figure 2a’ and a’’) whose activity modulates male

courtship [43]. If and how wing-derived information

reaches P1 is unknown.

How P1 interneurons activate the appropriate sequence

of descending neurons in charge of each component of

male courtship is unresolved, but some of the elements

controlling individual actions have been identified

(Figure 2b’ and b’’) [44]. The characterization of half

of the fly’s descending neurons [45] will hopefully assist

in this effort. A single pair of descending neurons (asp22;

Figure 2b’ and b’’) capable of triggering distinct court-

ship actions in the same sequence as found during

courtship was recently identified, a surprising circuit

organization that contrasts a parallel arrangement for

different actions [46��].
employs its external genitals to hold the female and achieve genital

nsferred, upon which the male detaches from the female. Female

ns the male’s mating drive is also decreased. (Fly drawings were

n the presence of a courting male. (Fly drawings were adapted with

ach other’s bodies. The male will then actively chase the female,

perform mount attempts; if willing to mate, she will stop and the

ack, the lordosis posture, allowing copulation [4]. The male performs

emselves. Male mice perform a variable number of mounts with

 onto the female. He then collapses to the side, while still holding the

sually because the female walks away, and the separation is followed

r having reached ejaculation.

ultiple rejection behaviours.

nital sniffing). Highly receptive females will express spontaneous

nd darting. Rats will mount once and perform several intromissions

n be executed within a short post-ejaculatory interval (4�7 min), until

 mice, male rats leave a plug on the female.

ejecting behaviours.
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Figure 2
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Neural circuits of male fly sexual behaviour.

(a’) Sensory pathways involved in courtship initiation. To initiate courtship towards a female, visual, olfactory and gustatory stimuli converge on

the P1 population (made up of � 40 neurons). PPN1 and vAB3 neurons (and indirectly inhibitory mAL [39]) relay excitatory female information to

P1 [8��]. The information of the male pheromone cVA reaches P1 via a group of excitatory (DC1) and inhibitory visual neurons (LC1). Both

branches impinge onto P1, but the net balance is inhibition [8��]. The wing sensilla brings pheromonal input via specialized neurons (IR52a), which

project onto second order projection neurons in the suboesophagal zone (SEZ), but how the information reaches P1 is unknown [43].

(a’’) Function of sensorial pathways during courtship initiation. LC10 neurons may be involved in the correct orientation of the male towards

the female [40�]. PPN1 and vAB3 process female pheromonal cues and promotes courtship, whereas DC1, LC1 and mAL are crucial for the

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2020, 60:155–168 www.sciencedirect.com
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Much less is known about the circuitry underlying female

appetitive behavior, but the tide is changing with the

identification of two central clusters, pC1 and pCd

(Figure 3a’), which are fundamental for female receptiv-

ity and respond to courtship relevant stimuli, such as the

volatile male pheromone cVA and the courtship song [47].

Other nodes include abdominal-B expressing neurons in

the ventral nerve cord (AbdB in VNC; Figure 3a’) that

control pausing behavior (Figure 3a’’) [10], and the

apterous population in the brain (Ap; Figure 3a’), neces-

sary for reducing walking speed (Figure 3a’’) [11]. It

remains to be determined if these two populations

interact with the pC1 and pCd neurons (Figure 3a’).

The control of copulation is less well understood, but

recently the circuitry commanding the fly’s genitalia was

characterized and is composed of VNC glutamatergic

motor neurons, GABAergic interneurons that modulate

the timing of motor neuron activity and hair-like bristles

that provide sensory feedback (MN, IN and MSN;

Figure 2c’ and c’’) [48��]. Interestingly, ejaculation alone,

which can be triggered by male-specific neurons present

in the VNC-abdominal ganglia, is rewarding (CRZ;

Figure 2c’ and c’’) [3�].

Inhibition after copulation afflicts both males and

females. After repeated copulations, males will exhibit
(Figure 2 Legend Continued) recognition of another male and lead to net i

robust courtship initiation (Blue lightning bolt: optogenetic artificial activation

(b’) Neuronal clusters involved in courtship maintenance. Courtship patt

asp22 neurons are able to drive these motor actions [46��]. The projection p

mainly achieved by P1 and plP10 in the brain (P1 sends excitatory axons to

components that produce the appropriate song pattern [20]. Two clusters o

initiated [57].

(b’’) Function of neuronal clusters during courtship maintenance. Stimu

the appropriate sequence, from proboscis extension which is needed for lic

for successful mounting, up to abdomen bending, which is observed during

the song central pattern generator [20]. (Black lightning bolt: artificial activa

(c’) Neuronal clusters involved in consummatory behaviour. Inseminatio

motor neurons (MN), GABAergic interneurons (IN) that connect onto the latt

make up the genital controlling circuitry [48��]. Corazonine peptide expressi

neurons are interconnected and how they communicate with the P1 cluster

(c’’) Function of neuronal clusters involved in consummatory behavior. 

the joining of male and female genitals. MSN give sensory feedback [48��]. 

rewarding state [3�].
(d’) Neuronal clusters involved in post-mating inhibition. Neurites of the 

NP5945 (NP) are in close proximity to P1, suggesting direct connection [19]

(d’’) Dopaminergic clusters for sexual motivation. Activating TH-C and T

activating of asp4 and all the DAergic neurons in the NP-line increases mat

thus diminished courting behaviour, can be overcome by activating a speci

activation).

(e’) Neuronal clusters integrating competing needs. The pC1 aggression

pC1. LC1 serves as a neuronal switch in the circuitry, which is able to disin

inhibits P1 and thus courtship [59]. A small octopaminergic population (asp2

from P1 [132]. P1 is further connected with sleep controlling centers (DN1), 

sleep-related octopaminergic neurons (MS1) [61].

(e’’) Function of clusters integrating competing needs. DN1 neurons are

via excitatory input arriving from P1 [60]. Stimulating P1 neurons in a sleepy

sleep, while blockade of MS1 disturbs courtship [61]. Even though pC1 was

in P1 can lead to aggression too, while higher activity exclusively drives cou

artificial inactivation).
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decreased sexual drive, dependent on brain dopaminergic

neurons that sensitize P1 neurons to inhibition, such that

the net effect of female appetitive cues becomes inhibi-

tory (THC/D, asp4 and NP; Figure 2d’ and d’’) [19]. The

inhibition of female re-mating comes in many flavors, but

the best studied mechanism relies on SP [13], whose

action depends on local (SPS; Figure 3c’ and c’’) [49] and

ascending (SAG; Figure 3c’ and c’’) [50] VNC-abdominal

ganglion neurons that relay the information of uterine SP

receptor-expressing sensory neurons to the brain.

Inhibition of female re-mating is further mediated by

neurons innervating the sperm storage organs (Oct;

Figure 3c’ and c’’) [51]. Recently, two fast-acting SP-

independent mechanisms inhibiting female receptivity

were described (Figure 3d’ and d’’). The first involves

cVA, which during mating activates additional sensory

neurons that inhibit the initial attractive response towards

cVA [52]. A second depends on VNC-abdominal ganglion

sensory neurons whose terminals in the vagina (piezo-

pkk; Figure 3d’ and d’’) sense the mechanical stimulation

received during mating and relay it to ascending neurons

in the VNC and the brain (LSAN; Figure 3d’ and d’’)

[18�]. It is unknown how these neurons lead to decreased

female receptivity, but anatomical evidence and the fact

that decreasing activity in the pC1 and pCd populations

leads to decreased female receptivity, suggests that pC1

and pCd neurons might be involved [47]. Active sperm
nhibition of P1 and courtship/aggression. Activating IR52a leads to

).

erns include tapping, licking and mounting and the pair of descending

athway of asp22 to or/and from P1 is unknown. The decision to sing is

 plP10) whereas thoracic neurons (dPR1, vPR6) are the motor

f dopaminergic ppl2ab neurons control courtship maintenance once

lating asp22 neurons at different intensities elicits courtship actions in

king behaviour, to foreleg lifting, which is part of tapping and needed

 mounting and insemination [46��]. plP10, dPR1 and vPR6 are part of

tion).

n demands a tight sensory control of the genitalia. VNC glutamatergic

er and hair-like bristles containing mechanosensory neurons (MSN),

ng neurons (CRZ) are able to drive ejaculation [3�]. If these groups of

 is unknown.

GABAergic IN control the release of the genitalia, while MNs provide

Artificially activating CRZ cells leads to ejaculation and induces a

dopaminergic neurons TH-C, TH-D and asp4 as well as the line

.

H-D in a sexually satiated male, reinitiates courtship with a female. Co-

ing in satiated males [19]. The age-related decrease in DA levels and

fic subset of the ppl2ab population [57]. (Black lightning bolt: artificial

 center contains the courtship driving P1 cluster. mAL inhibits P1 and

hibit pC1 via mAL, thereby promoting aggression [59]. Further LC1

) involved in aggression was recently identified which receives input

although the connection is not direct [60] and receives input from

 active during wakefulness. During courtship DN1 activity is kept high

 fly can promote courtship. Activation of MS1 neurons decreases

 supposed to be exclusively responsible for aggression, lower activity

rtship [132]. (Black lightning bolt: artificial activation; forbidden signal:

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2020, 60:155–168
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Figure 3

(a‘)

(e‘)

(b‘) (c ‘) (d ‘)
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Courtship Consummatory Inhibition    receptivity
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Inhibition    receptivity
  SP independent

Food availability and
           receptivity
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Neural circuits of female fly sexual behaviour.

(a’) Neuronal clusters important for the receptive state. The pC1 and pCd clusters are the female homologue of the male P1 [47]. The apterous

neurons do not have direct connection to pC1 and pCd [11]. The abdominal-B neurons are found in the abdominal ganglion and reproductive tract

and impinge onto the pC1 and pCd clusters also via an unknown relay [10]. Two interneurons (aPN, aLN) are involved in courtship song

processing. How they connect with brain receptivity centers is unknown [133].

(a’’) Function of neuronal clusters involved in receptivity/courtship. pC1 and pCd receive courtship relevant stimuli. pCd is exclusively cVa

responsive, while pC1 also responds to the males’ courtship song. Activating these clusters promotes female receptivity, blocking them renders

females unreceptive [47]. Apterous neurons promote a decrease in walking speed [11] and Abdominal-B neurons control pausing behavior [10].

aPN1 and aLN(al) are required for processing the courtship song; specifically, the pulse song module is integrated in aPN1 [133].

(b) Neuronal clusters involved in female consummatory behaviour. The female neuronal pathways underlying female copulation behavior are

unknown.

(c’) Neuronal clusters involved in sex peptide mediated post-mating inhibition. Male sex peptide enters the spermatheca and is detected by

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2020, 60:155–168 www.sciencedirect.com
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ejection by the female is achieved by a brain signaling

pathway dependent on the diuretic hormone (DH44R1;

Figure 3d’ and d’’) [17].

Integration of past experience, competing
needs and environmental cues
The response of P1 neurons to pheromones is positively

correlated with courting vigor, suggesting that these

neurons compute the desirability of available targets,

promoting or inhibiting courtship [8��,39]. For example,

the male pheromones 7-T and cVA suppress inter-male

courtship by net inhibition of the P1 cluster [8��,39]. In

mated females (which become cVA-coated), cVA also

overrides the effect of the female pheromone 7,11-HD

[8��]. Courtship inhibition by cVA-coated females is

experience-dependent [53]. Remarkably, reproductive

barriers between closely related Drosophila species can

emerge from the evolution of peripheral chemosensory

pathways detecting pheromones [54] as well as in diver-

sification of central processing [55]. The coupling of male

reproductive maturity and courtship activity depends on a

juvenile hormone-dependent sensitization of sensory

neurons responding to female appetitive pheromones

[56�], one of the first hormone-dependent mechanisms

to be described in the fly. In contrast, older flies have a

decline in sex drive, dependent on dopaminergic trans-

mission (ppl 2ab; Figure 2d’’) [57].

The P1 cluster is also involved when flies must decide

between different needs. For example, cVA and 7-T do

more than just suppress courtship towards other males,

they can elicit inter-male aggression, via the pC1 cluster

(which contains the P1 population, Figure 2e’ and e’’)
(Figure 3 Legend Continued) sex-peptide positive sensing neurons (SPSN

ganglion (SAG) neurons which relay the SP information through ascending f

inhibitory myoinhibitory peptide (MIP) interneurons. MIP neurons in turn bra

pC1 and pCd clusters [49]. A fourth cluster of octopaminergic neurons is fo

the circuit is unknown [51].

(c’’) Function of neuronal clusters mediating the SP post-mating respo

females’ reproductive organs and transmit the signal to two other groups o

presence of SP and mating [50]. Activation of MIP neurons leads to a decre

Activating octopaminergic cells drives egg laying and ovipositor extrusion a

(d’) Neuronal clusters involved in sex-peptide independent post-mating

mechanosensory channel piezo (piezo-pkk), contains terminals in the vagina

is relayed to ascending neurons (LSAN), and finally to MIP neurons in the b

sperm and become receptive again. DH44 receptor expressing neurons (DH

the brain are crucial for sperm ejection, but their inputs and outputs are cur

(d’’) Function of neuronal clusters mediating the SP independent post m

in copulation. LSAN neurons mediate the SP-independent copulation effect

upon mating), relaying information to MIP releasing neurons in the brain tha

DH44 producing neurons or neurons expressing its receptor (DH44R) accel

(e’) Olfactory sensing neurons integrating food availability information. 

part of the flies’ antennae and project to DA1 (Or67d) and DL3 (Or65a) glom

sensory neurons causes the release of olfactory binding proteins (Obp) in a

located dorsally and project onto the DL2 glomerulus [64].

(e’’) Olfactory sensing neurons and their impact on female receptivity. 

sensed by Ir75a [64]. Or67d neurons are responsible for the normal cVa res

response is increased [63�]. Another mechanism through which the female f

proteins (Obp69a) which are triggered by the male presence [65].

www.sciencedirect.com 
[58,59]. Also, sleep and sex are two mutually exclusive

behaviors, and P1 neurons and sleep-controlling centers

communicate to each other (Figure 2e’) such that sleep

deprivation inhibits P1 activity and decreases courtship,

while P1 activity leads to sleep suppression (Figure 2e’’),

ensuring that courtship is maintained once initiated

[60,61]. Homeostatic regulation of sleep is also affected

by sex, as sexual arousal can suppress the need to sleep

after sleep deprivation [62].

Food availability affect female’s behavior (Figure 3e’ and

e’’). In the presence of vinegar, an attractive odor avail-

able in fermenting fruits, virgin females become more

receptive through enhancement of the cVA response

[63�]. The presence of yeast, indicative of a rich nutri-

tional environment, also affects female receptivity by an

unknown mechanism [64]. Finally, the social context

modulates the response of virgin females to cVa, as male

presence upregulates the expression of odorant binding

proteins (Figure 3e’, zoom in) involved in the perception

of cVA [65].

Neuronal processing of mouse/rat sexual
behavior
Volatile and contact-dependent pheromones are funda-

mental for rodent appetitive behavior [66,67]. Despite

some controversy, volatile cues sensed by neurons of the

main olfactory epithelium (MOE) in the main olfactory

system might be crucial for the initial approach behavior

(Figure 4a), while contact-dependent cues present in

several body fluids are primarily sensed by neurons of

the vomeronasal organ (VNO) and the accessory olfactory

system when animals are in close contact (Figure 4b).
). SPSNs project to the abdominal ganglion onto SP abdominal

ibres to the brain [50]. SPSNs make also inhibitory contact onto local

nch onto ascending SAG cells which transmit the SP information to

und in the abdominal ganglion, but how they interact with the rest of

nse. The sex-peptide sensory neurons (SPSNs) sense the SP in the

f neurons (SAG, MIP). The SAG neuronal activity is suppressed in the

ase in ovipositor extrusion and to an increase in copulation [49].

nd thus decreases copulation [51].

 inhibition. A group of abdominal ganglion neurons, expressing the

 where they sense mating related sensory information. This information

rain (MIP) [18�]. Female flies have the capacity of actively rejecting

44R1) in the abdomen and DH44 producing and DH44R1 neurons in

rently unknown [17].

ating response. Activation of piezo-pkk neurons leads to a decrease

 (females become unreceptive by the mere mechanical stimulation

t curb female receptivity through an unknown pathway [18�]. Silencing

erates sperm injection, while their activation delays the process [17].

The cVa sensing neurons (Or67d and 65a) are located on the ventral

eruli in the antennal lobe (AL) [65]. Activation of Or67d-expressing

uxiliary cells in the antennae. Yeast sensing Ir75a olfactory neurons are

Female flies’ receptivity is increased in the presence of yeast which is

ponse in the presence of the male. In the presence of vinegar, the cVa

ly becomes more sensitive to cVa, is by the release of odorant binding

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2020, 60:155–168
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Figure 4

(a) (b)

(d)

(c) (e)

(e)
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Neural circuits of rodent sexual behavior.

(a) Brain areas involved in approach behavior. The main olfactory system is a key player during approach behavior. The most prominent output

of the main olfactory bulb (MOB) is the olfactory cortex, which is composed by the anterior olfactory nucleus (AON), olfactory tubercle (OT),

piriform cortex (PCx), cortical amygdala (CoA) and entorhinal cortex (ECx) [71�].
(b) Brain areas involved in appetitive behavior. The accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) receives strong input from the vomeronasal organ (VNO)

which is a specialized structure involved in the detection of pheromones present in sweat, urine, tears or saliva [75]. The AOB output comprises

the medial amygdala (MeA), posteromedial cortical amygdala (pmCoA) and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) (all activated during

appetitive sexual behaviour). Primary cortical areas (primary somatosensory (S1) and auditory (A1) cortex) are responsive to social stimuli

[81,82,86]. Ultrasonic vocalizations emitted by male and female mice and rats were shown to be processed in the inferior colliculus (IC) and

periaqueductal grey (PAG).

(c) Brain areas involved in mounting/lordosis and ejaculation.

The medial preoptic area (MPOA) and ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) are crucial structures for mouse and rat consummatory behaviour. The

VMH receives strong inhibition from the dorsal raphe (DR) and lateral septum (LS), which is supposed to be released for consummatory behaviour

to be executed. The ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the nucleus accumbens (NAc) are involved in sexual consummation and motivation. The

PAG is thought to be the key relay structure for transmitting hypothalamic activity to the spinal cord.

(d) Neuronal activity during mounting in:

BNST: Calcium bulk activity of aromatase receptor-expressing neurons (AR) is elevated before intromissions are performed. Genetic ablation of

these cells leads to a marked decrease in the percentage of males performing mounts, intromissions and ejaculation. Graphs adapted with

permission from Ref. [77�].
MPOA: Similar recordings in the MPOA reveal that calcium transients in estrogen expressing (Esr1+) neurons ramp up before male and female

mice initiated mounting, indicating that the MPOA is active during appetitive and consummatory behavior. Graphs adapted with permission from

Ref. [92�].
VMH: Left, the ventrolateral part of the VMH (see larger insets lower panel) shows a topographic organization with lateral parts activated upon

mounting, and medial parts involved in aggression. Recording calcium transients in Esr1+ neurons, revealed differential sex responses, with high

activity when a female is mounted by a male and suppressed if mounted by a female. Close investigation by a male elicited higher calcium

transients when compared to being investigated by another female. Graphs adapted with permissions from Ref. [100��].
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Nevertheless, it is well accepted that both systems con-

tribute to sexual behavior in both sexes [66–70]. Informa-

tion originating from the MOE arrives at distinct regions

of the olfactory cortex (Figure 4a) and, together with

VNO-derived information (Figure 4b), may contribute

for innate sex discrimination, since distinct cortical popu-

lations are activated when naı̈ve male mice interact with

males or females (Figure 4e, left panel) [71�]. Interest-

ingly, the VNO seems to harbor sensory neurons that

drive labeled line-like circuits capable of inducing female

receptivity [72,73��], but can also mediate the synergism

of cues representing sex and reproductive state, promot-

ing male mounting towards receptive females [74]. The

accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) projects to limbic regions,

including the medial amygdala (MeA), cortical amygdala

(CoA) and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST),

all activated during appetitive sexual behavior

(Figure 4b) [75,76��,77�]. While male and female AOB

neurons respond in a similar manner to cues of both sexes,

the output regions of these neurons show different

response profiles: whereas the posterior dorsal part of

the MeA (pdMeA) is dimorphically activated (male and

female are more activated by cues of the opposite sex,

[75]), the CoA response is monomorphic (both sexes

respond stronger to female cues) [71�,78]. Despite its

importance in innate conspecific preference [79], the

response of pdMeA neurons develops with sexual expe-

rience [76��], a process that is oxytocin-dependent, at

least in males [80]. The BNST may be involved in sex

recognition as well, with neurons of naı̈ve mice respond-

ing differentially during encounters with males and

females (Figure 4e, right top panel) [77�]. Further, activ-

ity of BNST neurons in the male seems to be important

for consummatory behavior (but not in females,

Figure 4d, upper middle panel) [77�].

Rodents also rely on touch during appetitive behavior,

which is initially processed by the primary somatosen-

sory cortex (S1; Figure 4b). While social facial touch

drives sex-specific activity in rat S1 neurons [81,82],

genital stimulation is represented in the genital portion

of the rat [83] and mouse S1 [84], an area that undergoes

pubertal expansion [84,85]. The receptive fields of

male and female genital cortex seem to reflect the

copulation posture, with neurons exhibiting multi-body

responses [83]. Despite the non-essential role of USV

for rat sexual behavior, conspecifics’ vocalizations acti-

vate primary auditory cortex neurons [86] and female
(e) Brain areas involved in the inhibitory phase.

The current knowledge regarding brain regions involved in the refractory pe

in sexually satiated male rats, led to a shortening of the refractory period [1

(f) Encoding of innate sex recognition.

Left: Distinct cfos activation patterns in PCx and ECx elicited by male (more

with permission from [71�]. The posterior medial cortical amygdala (pmCoA)

female mice [71�,78].
Right: Calcium transients of AR + neurons in the BNST of naı̈ve males are h

BNST neurons of naı̈ve females show a strong activation with encountering

www.sciencedirect.com 
behavior modulates serotonin levels in auditory areas

that perform multisensory integration in the male

mouse (Figure 4b) [87].

The medial hypothalamus is one of the main receivers of

chemosensory information, in particular the medial

preoptic area (MPOA) and the ventromedial hypothala-

mus (VMH), which are fundamental for the progression

from appetitive to consummatory behavior in both sexes

[88,89]. Most input arrives from the pdMeA (Figure 4c),

which is primarily GABAergic and thus most likely disin-

hibit the aforementioned areas [90].

The sexually dimorphic MPOA is comprised of an het-

erogenous population of cells [91], with estrogen receptor

expressing neurons (Esr1+) capable of driving mounting

behavior in both sexes (Figure 4d, upper right panel)

[92�]. However, the MPOA also seems to be important for

appetitive behavior and reinforcing aspects of sex [93,94],

probably through the disinhibition of dopaminergic

neurons of the mesolimbic reward pathway [95,96]. While

dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmental area

(VTA) can modulate social interest [97], optogenetic

stimulation of MPOA-VTA projections promotes the

development of place preference in males and receptive

females [98�]. Furthermore, the VNO-dependent innate

preference of male mice to female-derived stimuli seems

to be dependent on VTA to nucleus accumbens (NAc)

dopaminergic transmission [70]. In contrast, dopamine

release in the NAc of male rats exposed to olfactory cues

derived from receptive females only occurs after sexual

experience [99]. Future studies are needed to understand

if separate or overlapping cell populations in the MPOA

(and VTA) encode sexual consummation and/or sexual

motivation, but recent studies clearly refute the old

hypothesis of localized control of appetitive behavior in

the BNST and consummatory in the MPOA [92�].

The VMH, in particular its ventrolateral part (VMHvl), is

involved in socio-sexual behaviors [67]. The VMHvl

comprises primarily excitatory cells with different popu-

lations expressing steroid receptors, such as Esr1+ and

progesterone receptor (PR+) [18�,100��]. Ablation of

PR + neurons reduces female receptivity and male

mounting [101]. Female PR + neurons project to the

rostral periventricular region of the third ventricle

[101], which contains kisseptin producing neurons

involved in ovulation [102] and mating [103]. Detailed
riod in mice and rats is very scarce. Dopamine release in NAc neurons

14].

 dorsal) or female (more ventral) in naı̈ve male mice. Graph adapted

 shows higher activation towards the female sex in both male and

igher when encountering a female compared to a male. GABAergic

 the opposite sex. Graphs adapted with permission from Ref. [77�].
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investigation of the VMHvl Esr1+ cells in females uncov-

ered anatomical distinguishable subdivisions of the pos-

terior VMHvl, with the more lateral part (VMHpvll)

regulating mating and the more medial part (VMHpvlm)

aggression (Figure 4d, lower left panel) [100��]). Opto-

genetic stimulation of female [100��] and male [104] Esr1

+ VMHvl neurons induces mounting towards both males

and females arguing, similarly to the MPOA, for a shared

layout of the brain. Besides being active during mounting,

Esr1+ VMHvl (Figure 4d, right bottom panel) cells are

also active during appetitive behavior (Figure 4d, middle

bottom panel) [100��,104] and moderate optogenetic

modulation of these neurons affects appetitive interac-

tions [104]. Supporting these results, single-unit

electrophysiological recordings of female VMHvl neurons

showed strong activation during appetitive behavior [27].

Together with the MeA, the neural representation of

conspecifics in the VMHvl evolves with experience [105].

The periaqueductal grey (PAG) is a key structure relaying

hypothalamic information to spinal circuits controlling

muscle activity (Figure 4b, c, e). Early lesion studies in

rats [106] and more recent studies in mice [73��] point to a

lordosis modulating role of the PAG, and tracing studies

[107–109] reveal multiple PAG-brainstem projections

that are activated by mating [100��,107]. Still, this mid-

brain structure is quite heterogeneous and it remains to be

determined how distinct cell populations drive different

motor patterns. One nose-to-PAG circuit has been

described that transforms the presence of a pheromone

present in male’s tears to the execution of lordosis in

female mice [72,73��,74]. Surprisingly, rather than acti-

vating the circuit classically involved in female receptiv-

ity (MeApd/VMHvl), ESP1 is processed by a circuit

otherwise associated with processing of predator related

information [110,111].

Inhibitory mechanisms in rodents are also understudied.

While males exhibit a refractory period after ejaculation

whose duration is affected by many variables [30,35,112],

female receptivity can be modified by vaginal stimulation

[113]. As previously discussed, dopaminergic transmis-

sion is involved in sexual behavior and activation of

dopamine receptors in the NAc of sexually exhausted

rats decreases the length of the refractory period

(Figure 4e) [114].

Integration of pheromonal/hormonal cues,
past experience and competing needs
The probability of copulation in rodents is remarkably

well-coordinated with the reproductive capacity of each

individual. Sex with non-sexually mature juveniles is

inhibited in two ways by ESP22, a pheromone present

in the tears of both sexes, which directly inhibits male

mounting behavior [115] and counteracts the ESP1-

promoting effect on female receptivity [116]. Individual

differences in the levels of ESP1 may underlie the
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2020, 60:155–168 
interruption of pregnancy observed when a female is

exposed to a male different from the one that she had

sex with, the Bruce effect [117]. Once sexual maturity is

reached, female behavior is dependent on cycling

levels of ovarian sex hormones, primarily estrogen and

progesterone, which match receptivity with fertility

[4,27,101,118]. Female perception is altered at early

stages across the reproductive cycle, with progesterone

modulating VNO signaling and female attraction to male

odors [119�], and whisker-derived information [81,120].

Further in the brain, the activity of single VMHvl neurons

also changes across the cycle [27]. In fact, estrogen

increases the output of PR+-VMHvl neurons to the

anteroventral periventricular nucleus and this change is

necessary for mating to occur during the fertile phase

[121]. Disruption of estrogen signaling in the dorsal

raphe nucleus (DRN; Figure 2c, left panel) abolishes

the decrease in female receptivity at the end of the

receptive phase [122]. Sexual behavior in pregnant or

lactating females is prevented in many ways. For exam-

ple, the social preference of lactating female rats is

altered, such that they prefer pups to males [123]. Even

though the VMHvl is involved in sexual behavior,

VMHvl-Esr1+ neurons in lactating females can drive

aggression towards intruders [124].

Even though sexual behavior is instinctively expressed by

rodents, experience modulates early components of the

olfactory system [125–127] as well as output regions

[76��,94,105].

The nutritional state of mice modulates sexual behavior

and hypothalamic agouti-related peptide (AgRP) neu-

rons, which are critical regulators of appetite, can suppress

competing motivational drives, such as social interactions

[128] and mating [129]. However, if the food source was

unavailable animals would resume mating [129]. Neuro-

peptide Y, which is released during low energy condi-

tions, also decreases sexual behavior via inhibition of

serotonergic cells in the DRN [130]. These studies clearly

show the existence of a need-processing hierarchy, with

hunger being the most prominent to fulfil.

Concluding remarks
From flies to mice and rats, sex behavior is controlled to

match the reproductive capacity of each individual and

the availability of resources. Despite the differences,

recent studies reveal conserved neuronal strategies in

the solutions opted by nature to tightly control the

execution of sex. For example, hormonal-dependent

mechanisms and the experience of copulation itself were

recently shown to modulate sexual receptivity in the fly,

mechanisms that are well established in rodents. Shared

circuits have been shown to control mutually exclusive

behaviors, such as sex and aggression (via the P1 cluster

and the VMH). Interestingly, the inhibition of sexual

behavior towards non-suitable targets is also in part
www.sciencedirect.com
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mediated by conserved strategies, with inhibiting and

promoting cues being processed by independent/parallel

pathways that ultimately impinge on the same nodes,

counteracting each other’s effect (for example, cVA/7,11-

HD to P1 and ESP22/ESP1 to VMH). This modular

organization can allow the rapid evolution of reproductive

barriers, for example. Despite all efforts, several compo-

nents of circuitry are markedly unexplored, such as the

pathways controlling copulation in flies and rodents or the

refractory period in the male. A comparative approach

maybe be helpful in the quest to unravel understudied

mechanisms, in particular because each model organism

enjoys a different set of tools that might enable progress

in different aspects of the behavior at a different pace.
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